
5th FELDBERG
CHALLENGE

Meet: Thursday, 07. Sept 2017, 10 am;
Foyer of the BMLS

from U3 terminal station
Hohenmark to Feldberg 
(and back)

Gathering point 2: 2:00 pm,
Feldberg, summit cross (Fig. 2)

2. Hiking-ROUTE

Follow the signs with the green bar (Taunusklub route) 1.

1. Biking-ROUTE

2.
with the yellow bar (Taunusklub route)

3. You reach “Fuchstanz” (Biergarten). Now follow the signs to
“Großer Feldberg” where you arrive in about 2.5 km. 

4. For getting back, we follow the signs with the red bar.

Gathering point 3: 4:30 pm,
parking space at info building/
restaurant “Das Waldtraut”

Important: The plan is to not go to a restaurant , but rather have picnic at the top of the Feldberg. Therefore, supply yourself with food!
Most important, take at least 1.5 liters to drink with you (there is also a kiosk at the Feldberg). Also take care of proper clothing,
it can be very windy at the Feldberg. There are buses going from the Feldberg, which you can take if you are not feeling good. 

Figure 2. Gathering point 2.
Summit cross at the Feldberg.

from BMLS to U3 terminal
station Hohenmark (Fig. 1)
-we are all going together from BMLS
to Hohenmark, so don’t worry if you
don’t know the way
(-we return to BMLS via the same route)
-if you have no bike or you don’t
want to cycle, take the U3!

Gathering point 1: 11:15 am,
parking space at info building/
restaurant “Das Waldtraut” 

take care, one way streets

Figure 1. Bike tour from BMLS to U3 terminal station (red line). Essentially follow
line U3. Use bikelines and take care of one-way passages (tashed line). Map: The BMLS
is highlighted by a cross, the U3 terminal station by a circle.

Time Table:

“Brotzeit” or BBQ at BMLS
(inner yard or seminar room)

bike/U-bahn

bike/U-bahn

hike

hike


